To: Sheriff Bruce Newman

FAX: 719-738-3676

From: Bruce Kettler
Telephone 719-580-4832
Fax:
888-745-4342
Website: WAC www.wearechangehuerfano.us
Date: Thur. June 4, 2014
Subject: THE NEW WORLD ORDER part 2
nuclear war
The most important thing you and I should remember is the fact that the so-called “elite” are insane.
You probably studied criminal psychology, at least informally. They are criminals, and they are insane.
Very important.
With nuclear war comes increased tyranny. I suspect that would mean an immediate attempt to
federalize all law enforcement in the US, putting all law enforcement under direct command of the
federal government. You can guess what happens to those who refuse.
I call your attention to an article by Dr. Paul Craig Roberts. This is a man who played important roles in
the Reagan Administration, and who personally conferred with the President on a regular basis. He also
discussed nuclear war during these times with “neocons” who wanted to start a nuclear war, believing
that the US could win such a war.
I believe the prevention of nuclear war is accomplished primarily through spiritual means. The peaceful
hearts of the people create a peaceful outcome: www.worldpeacealliance.com (my site)
On June 4, 2014 Dr. Roberts writes, ARE YOU READY FOR NUCLEAR WAR. Use GOOGLE to
find the article:
...the role of nuclear missiles was elevated from a retaliatory role to an offensive first strike role.
US anti-ballistic missile (ABM) bases have been established in Poland on Russia’s frontier, and
other bases are planned. When completed Russia will be ringed with US missile bases.
The Russian government understands that the change in US war doctrine and the US ABM bases
on its borders are directed at Russia and are indications that Washington plans a first strike with
nuclear weapons on Russia.
Washington believes that it can win a nuclear war with little or no damage to the US. This belief
makes nuclear war likely.
Nuclear war has no winner. Even if US cities were saved from retaliation by ABMs, the radiation
and nuclear winter effects of the weapons that hit Russia and China would destroy the US as well.

And, the “elite” are largely in control of the US Government. To repeat myself here, they are insane. They have
no awareness of their own destruction. They are delusional. They have no country. They have no allegiance to
the United States. They are obsessed with the need for increased power over all governments and

people. They believe they will increase their power through worldwide nuclear war.

